Whilst out on a walk, you pause at a nearby stone bridge overlooking the river. A few minutes after admiring the scenery, you hear the familiar sounds of excited barking.

"Ren! Kin!"

A German shepherd and golden retriever bounce into the vicinity, happy for additional company. Noticing their muddied paws and snouts, you restrain them from licking your face.

"Oh goodness, have you two been digging in the cemetery again?" A sturdy but weary housewife approached the bridge. After a brief exchange of pleasantries she brandishes a leash.

"Come on! Kin! Get that thing out of your mouth, and both of you need to clean up before you eat! Goodness, you two have been hyperactive today!"

You examine the scrap of paper dropped by Kin. Whilst the two dogs typically were full of energy, their excitement today was unusual.